Abstract. In this paper the study of multiplicities in Verma modules for Kac-Moody algebras is initiated. Our analysis comprises the case when the integral root system is Euclidean of rank two. Complete results are given in the case of rank two, Kac-Moody algebras, affirming the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures for the case of infinite dihedral Coxeter groups.
Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to begin the study of irreducible, nonstandard, highest weight modules for generahzed Cartan matrix (GCM) or Kac-Moody Lie algebras. As in the case of (finite dimensional) semisimple Lie algebras the first step is to study (as Jantzen did in [10] ) the case when the integral root system is of rank 2. (We will explain the concept of integral root system in detail later.)
In this paper we carry out Jantzen's program for the case of integral root systems of rank 2 in the opposite order to that of Jantzen. Jantzen showed how one can use the analysis of the integral root system of rank 2 case to derive a character formula for a quotient of two Verma modules. We derive the analogue of Jantzen's formula a priori and use it to derive the generahzations of Jantzen's results. We should point out that in the finite dimensional case our proof is quite a bit simpler than that of Jantzen. For each of the irreducible modules for which our analysis applies, we derive (in the course of the analysis) a resolution of the same type as the Bernstein-GelfandGelfand (BGG) resolution of a finite dimensional module. (For the case of standard modules this was done in [21] .)
As we have observed in [20] , the highest weight modules over the Witt algebra (actually its central extension) behave as if the algebra is a rank 2, Kac-Moody Lie algebra. In the last section we make this analogy precise. In particular we derive a resolution, conjectured by V. G. Kac (see also [13] ), of the trivial module by Verma modules using (as he does in [13] ) results of Goncharova [5 and 6] . We should point out that the exphcit form of the homomorphisms in the exact sequence is the most important (to us) part of Theorem 6.7. This aspect is not mentioned in [13] . In the sequel to this paper [22] we will prove the full analogue of the rank 2 results in §4 for the Witt algebra (i.e. we will prove that 6.14(iii) is true). In particular, these results imply Kac's conjectured character formulae for the Witt algebra.
In §1 we recall the homological algebra machinery developed in [21] for infinite dimensional graded Lie algebras. In particular, our interpretation of Exf as the pth Lie algebra cohomology of a subalgebra and the vanishing theorems on Ext'' are recalled. Using these results, we obtain information on the structure of modules from the knowledge of the Oth homology of a subalgebra (Corollary 1.7). This information is used in the derivation of the resolution of the trivial module over the Witt algebra in §6.
In §2 we assemble the main module theoretical results of [21] on symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebras. One of these is Theorem 2.4 which describes the embeddings of Verma modules by the Bruhat order in the Weyl group. It generahzes a theorem of BGG. The other is Theorem 2.5 which contains the above mentioned resolution of a standard module by direct sums of Verma modules. The uniqueness of our resolution recalled in Scholium 2.6 will be particularly important to our construction.
In §3 we obtain a generalization to symmetrizable GCM Lie algebras (of arbitrary rank) of Jantzen's character formula corresponding to the quotient of 2 Verma modules. This formula is of crucial importance in the study of characters of irreducible highest weight modules as demonstrated in the semisimple case by Jantzen's work [10] . Here it will serve as a major tool in the construction of our resolutions in the integral root system of rank 2 case. In the process we obtain elements giving embeddings of Verma modules, generalizing the constructions of Shapovalov [23] and Goodman and Wallach [7] . In the construction of a Shapovalov element we use Theorem 2.4 instead of Verma's theorem. This construction contained in Theorem 3.3 refines Kac-Kazhdan's generalization of the Shapovalov determinant formula [14] .
In §4 we construct resolutions of irreducible highest weight modules over rank 2 symmetrizable GCM's, where the highest weights lie in the Weyl group orbits of dominant integral weights. In the semisimple case these are all the integral weights. The resolutions are obtained in Theorem 4.12. The construction gives rise to nitrations of Verma modules by sums of Verma submodules. Using Theorem 4.12 we show that these filtrations coincide with Jantzen's filtration (Theorem 4.16(i) ). This gives a direct description of the latter and proves Jantzen's conjecture on the heredity of his filtrations in our case. We also describe the intermediate quotients of Jantzen' s filtrations (Theorem 4.16(h)). Hence these results generahze Jantzen's results [10, 3.17, 5.5] in the integral case. An Euler-Poincaré principle as in Garland and Lepowsky [4] gives the character of these irreducible modules (Corollary 4.13). This proves the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures [15] in our case.
In §5 we handle the nonintegral case. To this end we extend the definition of integral subroot system of a weight to the case of GCM Lie algebras. Here, we obtain all the results obtained in §4 for GCM Lie algebras with certain integral root systems of rank 2. For semisimple Lie algebras the results of this section contain those of §4 including the singular case. In particular we obtain the results of Jantzen mentioned above for arbitrary highest weights with integral root systems of rank 2. We also show that for the other GCM Lie algebras of rank 2 the results of this section almost complement the ones of §4 for integral weights. In the Euchdean case, the analysis of § §4 and 5 leaves as the only outstanding case that of integral weights perpendicular to the principal null root.
The problems studied in § §4 and 5 have strikingly similar counterparts in the case of the Witt algebra. We obtain in §6 a resolution of the only "standard" module over the Witt algebra, namely the trivial one (Theorem 6.7). We also prove the equivalence of the analogues of the various questions answered in the analysis carried out in § §4 and 5 for GCM Lie algebras (Theorem 6.14). One of these questions is the irreducibihty of certain modules that are constructed here. In the sequel to this paper [22] this and hence all the other questions are answered affirmatively.
We wish to thank J. Lepowsky for helpful conversations.
1. Homological algebra. We recall the definition of the pair (q, b) introduced in [21] , where g is a complex Lie algebra and i) C g is a subalgebra. We fix {a,,... ,an} C b* and denote by Q the free abelian group generated by {a,,...,a"}.
The pair (8, b) has a grading: g = ©aeß ea, where ga = {A" G g | [H, X] = a(H)X, for all H E ft}, dim ga < oo for all a E Q, q0 = b and [ga, Qß] C ga+/3, a, ß G Q, and satisfies the conditions (Tl) and (T2) below:
(Tl) 8a ^ (0) only if a = 2"=, m ¡a, with m¡ E Z+ for all i, or -m, G Z+ for all i.
(Here Z+ denotes the set of all nonnegative integers.) LetÔ+ = 2f=1Z+a,,andsetn= ©aeß+M0} 9« and n~ = ©a6ß+M0}S-a-(T2) There is an b-invariant, nondegenerate pairing between the spaces n and n .
Examples of the above class of graded Lie algebras were given in [21] . In §6 we consider an additional example to the ones treated in [21] . If a is a Lie algebra we denote by U( a ) its universal enveloping algebra.
Next, we recall the definition of the truncated categories G(X, q) defined in [21] .
Let kQ+ = {2"=1 m ¡a, E Q+ \ l"=xml > k}, where k G Z+ . If p = 2"i=xm¡a¡ is an element of Q, we set u+ = 1¡e[m¡a¡, where i6/C{l,...,»} if and only if m, E Z+ , and juT = ju -u+ . Fix q E Z+ and A G b*. Let n = n(X, q) = {u G b* | p E X + Q and (u -A)+ G Q\Q+ }.
Definition 1.1 [21] . Let G = G(X, q) be the full subcategory of the category of g-modules such that:
(i) M = ©^t,, AT,, where M¡í= {vEM\Hv = n(H)v, for all H Eb} and dim M < oo.
(ii) A/" ¥= (0) only if /t G U. . In [21] we gave a construction of projective modules in G. In particular, the following result was obtained: Theorem 1.2 [21] . The finitely generated indecomposable projective objects of G are in one-to-one correspondence with the irreducible objects of G: /(p) <-» L(fi), p G II. Furthermore, every module I([i) has a VCS, and
Remark. More general categories (GS(X, q)) were introduced in [21] which are suitable to study modules induced from a "parabolic" subalgebra or generalized Verma modules. In [21] the results above were obtained in this more general setting.
We now recall some results on extensions and relative cohomology obtained in [21] .
Let (3(B 6) denote the full subcategory of the category of 8-modules M such that Af = ©"g^.Af^. We denote by Ext^ab)(M, N) the abehan group of equivalence classes of p-extensions oí M by N in ß(g 6) (p E Z+ ).
The following is a particular case of Theorem 7.2 of [21] . Theorem 1.3 [21] . Let M E ß(a[)), p G b*,P E N. Extf8if)) (Ai(p), Af) is naturally isomorphic with (Hp(n, M))^, the ¡i-weightspace of the pth Lie algebra cohomology of n with coefficients in M.
We now state a slight variation of a particular case of [21, Theorem 7.5] which is proved exactly as that theorem was proved in [21] . Theorem 1.4 [21] . Let p G b*, M = ©/e/M" M¡ E G(X¡, q¡). Then
is nontrivial only if there are distinct p,,p2,...,ppGb*,Pi ^p, such that
Next we show how the study of the 0th Lie algebra homology of n with coefficients in M E G yields results on the g-module structure of Af. Moody [17] (see also [16] ). Lemma 2.1 [21] . Le/ p G P+ , h> G W and ß E A+ . 77¡e following statements are equivalent:
(i) 2w(p + p)(hß) = n(ß, ß) with n E N; (ii) ß EAR and l(oßw) > l(w).
Next, we will state structural results on Verma modules obtained in [21] . Lemma 2.2 [21] . Let p G P+ , w, w' E W. Then dim Homa(Af(w' ■ p), M(w ■ p)) <
1.
Since an element of Homa( Af(x), M(\p)) is either zero or injective and because of the above lemma we write Af(w' • p) C M(w ■ p) whenever
Af(wp)) ^0, w, w' E W, p G P+ .
Next, we recall the definition of the Bruhat order on W. Let A¿ = A+ flAR. Definition 2.3 [21] . Let w, w' E W, a E AR . We write w 2-w' if w -oaw' and y l(w) = l(w') + 1. We write w «-w' if there is y G A£ such that w <-w'. We write w < w' if w = w' or if there are w0, wx,..., wr G IF such that w = w0 «-w, «-■ • • <-wr -w'.
Next, we state our generalization of the BGG theorem (cf. [3, Theorem 7.7.7] ). Theorem 2.4 [21] . Let p G P+ , w, w' E W. Then
w=£w', then there are w0,wx,...,wr E W such that l(wi+\) = l(w¡)-1, / = 0, l,...,r-1, w0 = w', wr = w, and
Next we will state a particular case of the resolution of a standard module obtained in [21] . 3. A generalization of a character formula of Jantzen. We retain the notation of §2. In this section we will derive a generalization of the character formula of Jantzen corresponding to the quotient of two Verma modules. To do this we will need to construct two families of elements in t/(n-). The first family will generahze the 0an of Shapovalov [23] , the second will generalize the S_na of Goodman and Wallach [7] . We first sketch how the construction of Shapovalov [23] can be generalized to our case.
If w G W, let $" = (a G A+ | w~ xa G A_ }. The following result is well known (see e.g. [16, Proposition 2.8] ). For the convenience of the reader we will include the simple proof. Recall that AÄ = U"=, Wa¡. Thus in particular Lemma 3.1 implies that if a E A+ and there is w E Wso that wa E A_ then «EAj. r'«7GA+.
We also note that Oj0t = ta¡ and l(t) = l(w)-l. Thus m(oja)<p. Also "/•(r/n6*t) = r/nfi*<^ = r-(r1.r/nft*t). (1) [e" 0aJ\ E U(Q)(ha + p(ha) -k(a, a)/2) + t/(g)n.
(2) K,k =/.*"" ' • ■fnkm"_+ ïjajbji« = 2?=1m,.a,.), 0j E l/^n"), ft, E U(b) and p < k2"=x m¡. Here Up(n ) = i/(n ) fl Up(q) and (Up(Q))p^0 is the canonical filtration of U( g ).
The proof of this result follows the hne of argument of Shapovalov [23] with the following modifications: We prove the result by induction on m(a) (which amounts to induction on 2(p, a)/(a, a)). We choose e = o¡7 as in Lemma 3.2 if m(a) > 0. We replace the B in (i'), (ii'), (hi') in §3 of [23] by I}" n bl,k (K,k = Kk in [23] ). The arguments in the proof of (i'), (ii'), (hi') in [23] using [1] go through using [21, Theorem 8.15] . The rest of the argument in [23] now goes through unchanged in our case. Q.E.D.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3 we obtain the following generalization of a theorem of Verma's. We now sketch the construction of S_ß(X) in [7] . Let Q+ = 2"=, Z+ a,. The proof of the following result is identical in our case to that of Lemma 4.1, p. 226 in [7] . We first need some notation. Let ox denote 1 ® 1 in Af(X). Let ( , )x denote the Shapovalov form on M(X) which we also look upon as a form on U(n~ ). Let x:
n~ -» C be linear and defined by x(f¡) = 1, 1 < » < n, and x([n , nD = 0. Let x: U(n~ ) -» C also denote the homomorphism extending xLemma 3.5. If p, E Q+ then there exists a rational function X t-» ñ-A[\) of b* into U(n~ )_M with the following properties:
is a rational function into U(n )-,,+"• Also n_fl+a and n', have singularity sets contained in that ofñ_)l. The following result is proved in exactly the same way as Corollary 4.3, p. 229 of [7] using the Kac-Casimir operator of g. Using the results of Kac and Kazhdan [14] it is easy to see that the proof of the following result is identical with the proof of Lemma 4.4, p. 231 in [7] . Lemma 3.7. Let p G Q+. Then the function S (X) = r(\)ñ_ (\) extends to a polynomial map ofb* into U(n~ ) .
We look upon U(n~ ®b) as canonically equal to U(n~) ® U(b). We set for «eiJ,)cËN <UM = (i®x)(0a>t).
We note that We set q^X) = x(5_,(X)).
This result is an obvious consequence of Lemma 3.5.
IfaGA+ set(b*,,)' = {XGbl,|L^(X)^0forj8GA+,;= 1,..., andjßk a}. Set VaJ< ={XE b*a,k \ LjB(X) * 0 foryS G A+ ,j = 1,... andjß < ka, jß * na}.
Lemma 3.9. Let a E AR .
(I) IfX G bl,k then S_ka(X) = qka(X)0aJX).
(2)IfXEVakthenqka(X)^Q.
Proof. Let £ E fi'. Then Lemma 3.5 imphes
Specializing to X G b*,* and using Lemma 3.5 again this implies that e¡S_ka(X)vA = 0.
Now it is easy to see that if X G Vak then dimHomB(Af(X -ka), M(X)) = 1.
Thus for X G Vak, S_ka(X) = c(X)0aJX). Applying X we find that c(X) = qka(X) on V k. But Vak is clearly Zariski dense in bt,k-This proves (1).
To prove (2) we first assume that X G Vak and that S_ka(X) = 0. Then
S-*«(X + tp) = tv(t)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Here 'S5: b* -» Z+ is the generalized Kostant partition function defined as in [21] . Set x¡ = o" /' < dp, and xi+d. = uÂ,k, Ki<V («,S-*a(0,«,S-*«(0).
where A is a polynomial in £. We note that S_ka(£) -<U£)0a,*(£) = 0 on h* k. Hence But this implies that up to a nonzero scalar multiple:
with /i(£) a polynomial in £. Dividing both sides of (3.9) by (qka(è)rka(è))s" and speciahzing to v E b%k yields:
If v E b*,*tnen We now recall Jantzen's filtration and character formula which are vahd for ( a, b ) of arbitrary rank. Let A+ (x) = {j8 G A+ | 2(x + P, ß) = i(ß, ß), i E N}, x G b* and N"(X) = {i G N | 2(X + p, ß) = i(ß, ß)}. Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.9 and Lemma 4.11. Q.E.D.
The following corollary is now immediate. Q.E.D. Definition 5.4 [17] . An indecomposable symmetrizable GCM is said to be Euchdean if the associated symmetric bilinear form is positive semidefinite on the linear span of the roots.
We say that a system of roots A of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra g is Euclidean (resp. classical) if a comes from a Euclidean (resp. finite) GCM.
We make an additional assumption on x: (B) Ax is of rank 2, Euclidean or classical with associated bilinear form ( , )x = (,)iR , where Rx is the linear span of Ax.
Let IFX(,) = {w G Wx | lx(w) = i}. Then IFx(/) = {w" vv/}, w" vv/ as in §4, i E Z+ . 
In this case we write \¡/ î x-Using this and Theorem 5.5 we obtain a result due to Jantzen [10] . -p) ). This proves the lemma. Q.E.D.
Next we prove a result for Euclidean GCM's of arbitrary rank. We denote by £ the principal null root as in [18] . 6. Resolutions and characters of highest weight modules over the Witt algebra. From here on, unless otherwise stated, a will denote the Witt algebra, i.e., a is the complex Lie algebra with basis (e,},eZ, where
We set b = Ce0, n = ©,eNCe" b = b © n and n" = ©,sNCe_,,
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Note. The subalgebra n (resp. n~ ) is generated by {ex, e2} (resp. {e_x, e"2}).
The pair (g, b) has a grading as described in §1 and obviously satisfies condition (Tl) of §1. Proposition 6.2 shows in particular that condition (T2) of §1 is also satisfied.
Next we consider a variation of the pairing studied by Shapovalov. The following is contained in the proof of [7, Theorem 3.3] .
Lemma 6.1 [7] . Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, b E g a Carian subalgebra and g = n~©b©na triangular decomposition. We set H = 2e0, X= -e, and Y=e_x. The Lie algebra m generated by {Y, H, X) is isomorphic with §1(2,C). We set u = n/Ce, and u" = n~/Ce_,. 
k\
The proposition now follows from Lemma 6.1. Q.E.D. Remark. Proposition 6.2 shows that condition (S6) of [21] is satisfied for (a, b) and 5 = {1}.
We fix ( , ) a nonzero contravariant form on Af(p) [10, 11] and denote by (, ) its restriction to Af(p)/l_m, m G Z+ . The nonnegative integers of the form {(3k2 ± k) -j^[(6k ± l)2 -1], where k E Z+ , are called Euler's pentagonal numbers. We let sk (resp. tk) be the nonnegative integer {(3k2 + k) (resp. {(3k2 -k)), k E Z+ , and let P = {sk, tk \ k GZ+}. In [5 and 6] Goncharova computed the homology and cohomology of n~ with trivial coefficients. We state her theorem in our notation.
Theorem 6.6 [5, 6] . Let k EZ+ and C denote the trivial q-module. Then 
